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Public consultation in developing draft primary laws and 

subordinate regulations

2005 and 2008

Notes: Data for 2005 and 2008 are presented for the 30 OECD member countries and the European Union. 

Source: OECD Regulatory Management Systems’ Indicators Survey 2005 and 2008. www.oecd.org/regreform/indicators
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31

public consultation 

exist in all OECD 

countries

with a growing trend 
to always consult the 

public for primary 
laws…

…and subordinate 
regulations



Characteristics of formal consultation processes used by 

central governments

2008

Notes: Data presented for the 30 OECD member countries and the European Union. 

The sample includes 31 jurisdictions for 2008. Results have been adjusted for 26 countries following the results of a peer review process. 

Results have been partly adjusted for 26 countries following the early results of a peer review process as of May 5 2009. Some further 

adjustments will be undertaken. Final results will be circulated in a new draft.

Source: OECD Regulatory Management Systems’ Indicators Survey 2008, www.oecd.org/regreform/indicators.
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Process to monitor the quality of the consultation 
process 

Views expressed in the consultation process included in 
the RIA 

Regulators required to respond in writing to the authors 
of consultation comments 

Views of participants in the consultation process made 
public 

Any member of the public can choose to participate in 
the consultation

Consultation guidelines are mandatory 

Consultation guidelines available

Consultation is mandatory

Consultation conducted at the inception of the 
regulatory proposal

Number of jurisdictions

Primary laws

Subordinate 
regulations

31



Why consult the public?

Legitimacy

Credibility

Confidence

Added value

Transparency 

Alienation and connectivity

Regulatory literacy

Managing conflict 

Increased compliance

Social cohesion


